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DOUBLE-BOSONIZATION AND MAJID’S CONJECTURE, (III):
TYPE-CROSSING AND INDUCTIONS OF E6 AND E7, E8
HONGMEI HU AND NAIHONG HU∗
Abstract. Double-bosonization construction in Majid [M1] is expectedly allowed to gen-
erate a tree of quantum groups. Some main branches of the tree in [HH1, HH2] have been
depicted how to grow up. This paper continues to elucidate the type-crossing and inductive
constructions of exceptional quantum groups of types E6 and E7 , E8 , respectively, based
on the generalized double-bosonization Theorem established in [HH2]. Thus the Majid’s
expectation for the inductive constructions of Uq(g)’s for all finite-dimensional complex
simple Lie algebras is completely achieved.
1. Introduction and our results
A striking feature of quantum group theory is in close connection with many branches
of mathematics and physics, such as Lie groups, Lie algebras and their representations,
Hecke algebras and their representation theory, quantum invariants theory of knots or links
and 3-manifolds, as well as the current hot studies on monoidal categories and various
categorifications, etc. So quantum group theory always attracts many mathematicians to
find some better ways in a suitable framework to construct their structures defined initially
by generators and relations. In the early nineties, Ringel [Ri] realized the positive part
of quantum groups by quiver representations and Hall algebras, which inspired Lusztig’s
canonical base theory [L1, L2]. Bridgeland [Br] realized the entire quantum groups of type
ADE by the Ringel-Hall algebras. In [Ro], Rosso also realized the positive part of Uq(g) by
the quantum shuffle in a braided category, and gave a recipe on inductive constructions in the
sense of quantum shuffle. The axiomatic construction for the entire quantum groups for the
standard Drinfeld-Jimbo types (cf. Fang-Rosso in [FR]) has been nontrivially generalized
to the multi-parameter setting by Hu-Li-Rosso [HLR]. On the other hand, Majid [M1] (also
Sommerha¨user in [So]) constructed Uq(g) by establishing the double-bosonization theory
in a braided category of H-modules (resp. in a larger braided category, i.e., the category
of Yetter-Drinfeld H-modules). In this paper, we mainly focus on the double-bosonization
method in [M1].
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Associated with any mutually dual braided groups B⋆, B covariant under a background
quasitriangular Hopf algebra H, there is a new quantum group structure on the tensor space
B⋆ ⊗ H ⊗ B by double-bosonization in [M1], consisting of H extended by B as additional
‘positive roots’ and its dual B⋆ as additional ‘negative roots’. The construction is more
direct than the quantum double because one can reach to Uq(g) (rather than to take a quo-
tient from the quantum double). Specially, Majid regarded Uq(n±) as the mutually dual
braided groups in the braided category of left H-modules for ‘Cartan subalgebra’ H, then
recovered Uq(g) by double-bosonization. On the other hand, Majid claimed that the double-
bosonization construction allowed to be used to generate a tree of quantum groups. That
is, many new quantum groups and the inductive constructions of Uq(g)’s for all complex
simple Lie algebras g were supposed to be obtained by this theory in [M1]. He thought that
at each node of the tree, there are many choices to adjoin a pair of certain braided groups co-
variant under the quantum group at that node. This is a representation-theoretical challenge
to elaborate the full tree structure. After a few examples given by Majid himself [M1, M6]
twenty years ago, recently, almost main branches have been depicted in [HH1, HH2, HH3].
The remaining situation left is the E-series. This consists of the aim of this paper.
Nowadays, Majid’s framework on braided groups in certain braided categories has
been developed into the framework on Nichols algebras in the Yetter-Drinfeld categories
for the purpose to classify finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebras; see the works [AS1,
AS2] of Andruskiewitsch and Schneider, and the one [HS] of Heckenberger and Schneider.
Hence, we believe in some sense that it is significant to study what kinds of new finite-
dimensional Hopf algebras can be found via the double-bosonization procedure. An inter-
esting application of our constructions might be connected to a recent work of Cuntz and
Lentner on Nichols algebras (also see the concluding remarks in [G] for further interesting
considerations).
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we recall some basic facts about FRT-
bialgebras associated with R-matrices in [FRT], Majid’s double bosonization theorem in
[M1] and the generalized double-bosonization construction theorem established in [HH2]
suitable for those irregular R-matrices we encountered when we treat the exceptional cases
(beyond the considerations in [M1]). In view of some results and methods in [HH1, HH2],
we construct Uq(E6) by working on Uq(D5) and its one of the half-spin representations,
Uq(E7), Uq(E8) can be constructed from Uq(E6), Uq(E7) and their minimal dimensional
fundamental representations in section 3. These representations are given in diagrams (see
Figures 1 to 3). In the last section, we give a proposition to summarize our inductive con-
structions of Uq(g)’s for all complex finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras, and also reflect
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these constructions on the Dynkin diagrams. With these results, we see that both the double-
bosonization theory and the quantum shuffle theory (due to Rosso [Ro]) yield the same tree
structure of Uq(g)’s for all complex semisimple Lie algebras.
2. Preliminaries
In this paper, let k be complex field, R real field, E the Euclidean space Rn or its a suit-
able subspace. εi denotes the usual orthogonal unit vectors in Rn. g is a finite-dimensional
complex semisimple Lie algebra with simple roots αi. λi is the fundamental weight corre-
sponding to simple root αi. Cartan matrix of g is (ai j), where ai j = 2(αi ,α j)(αi ,αi) , and di =
(αi,αi)
2 .
Let (H,R) be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra, where R is called the universal R-matrix,
R = R(1) ⊗ R(2), R21 = R(2) ⊗ R(1), we denote by ∆, η, ǫ its coproduct, counit, unit, and
by S its antipode.
We shall use Sweedler’s notation: for h ∈ H, ∆(h) = h1 ⊗ h2. Hop (Hcop) denotes the
opposite (co)algebra structure of H, respectively. MH (HM) denotes the braided category
consisting of right (left) H-modules, respectively. If there is a coquasitriangular Hopf al-
gebra A such that dual pair (H, A) is a weakly quasitriangular, then MH (HM) is equivalent
to the braided category AM (MA) of left (right) A-comodules, respectively. For the detailed
description of these theories, we left to the readers to refer to Drinfeld’s and Majid’s papers
[D], [M2], [M3], and so on. Braided group is a braided bialgebra or Hopf algebra in some
braided category, in order to distinguish from the ordinary Hopf algebras, let ∆, S denote
its coproduct and antipode, respectively.
2.1. Majid’s double-bosonization theory. Let C, B be a pair of braided groups in MH,
which are called dually paired if there is an intertwiner ev : C ⊗ B −→ k such that
ev(cd, b) = ev(d, b(1))ev(c, b(2)), ev(c, ab) = ev(c(2), a)ev(c(1), b), ∀a, b ∈ B, c, d ∈ C.
Then Cop/cop(with opposite product and coproduct) is a Hopf algebra in HM, which is dual
to B in the sense of an ordinary duality pairing 〈 , 〉, which is H-bicovariant: 〈h ⊲ c, b〉 =
〈c, b ⊳ h〉, for all h ∈ H. Let C = (Cop/cop)cop, then C is a braided group in HM, where H
is (H,R−121 ). With these, Majid gave the following double bosonization theorem and some
results in [M1]:
Theorem 2.1. (Majid) On the tensor space ¯C ⊗ H ⊗ B, there is a unique Hopf algebra
structure U = U( ¯C, H, B) such that H⋉B and ¯C⋊H are sub-Hopf algebras by the canonical
inclusions and
bc = (R(2)1 ⊲ c(2))R(2)2 R−(1)1 (b(2) ⊳R−(1)2 ) 〈R(1)1 ⊲ c(1), b(1) ⊳R(1)2 〉 ·
· 〈R
−(2)
1 ⊲ S c(3), b(3) ⊳R
−(2)
2 〉,
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for all b ∈ B, c ∈ C viewed in U. Here R1,R2 are distinct copies of the quasitriangular
structure R of H. The product, coproduct of U are given by
(c ⊗ h ⊗ b) · (d ⊗ g ⊗ a) = c(h(1)R(2)1 ⊲ d(2)) ⊗ h(2)R(2)2 R−(1)1 g(1) ⊗ (b(2) ⊳R−(1)2 g(2))a
〈R
(1)
1 ⊲ d(1), b(1) ⊳R
(1)
2 〉〈R
−(2)
1 ⊲ S d(3), b(3) ⊳R
−(2)
2 〉;
∆(c ⊗ h ⊗ b) = c(1) ⊗R−(1)h(1) ⊗ b(1) ⊳R(1) ⊗R−(2) ⊲ c(2) ⊗ h(2)R(2) ⊗ b(2).
Remark 2.1. If there exists a coquasitriangular Hopf algebra A such that (H, A) is a weakly
quasitriangular dual pair, and b, c are primitive elements, then some relations simplify to
[b, c] = R(b(1))〈c, b(2)〉 − 〈c(1), b〉 ¯R(c(2));
∆b = b(2) ⊗R(b(1)) + 1 ⊗ b, ∆c = c ⊗ 1 + ¯R(c(2)) ⊗ c(1).
2.2. Generalized double-bosonization construction theorem. Let R be an invertible ma-
trix obeying the quantum Yang-Baxter equation. There is a bialgebra A(R) [FRT] corre-
sponding to the R-matrix, called an FRT -bialgebra.
Definition 2.1. A(R) is generated by 1 and t = {tij}, having the following structure:
Ria
j
bt
b
k t
a
l = t
i
at
j
b R
a
l
b
k , ∆(tij) = tia ⊗ taj , ǫ(tij) = δij.
A(R) is a coquasitriangular bialgebra with R : A(R)⊗A(R) −→ k such that R(tij⊗tkl ) = Rikjl.
Here T1 = T ⊗ I, T2 = I ⊗ T, Rikjl denotes the entry at row (ik) and column ( jl) in R.
By double cross product of bialgebra A(R), Majid obtained bialgebra U˜(R) in [M5],
which is generated by m± and satisfies
Rm±1 m
±
2 = m
±
2 m
±
1 R, Rm
+
1 m
−
2 = m
−
2 m
+
1 R,
∆((m±)ij) = (m±)aj ⊗ (m±)ia, ǫ((m±)ij) = δi j,
where (m±)ij denotes the entry at row i and column j in m±. Moreover, (U˜(R), A(R)) is a
weakly quasitriangular dual pair of bialgebras. In braided category A(R)M (MA(R)), there
are two classical braided groups V(R′,R), V∨(R′,R−121 ) in [M4], called braided (co)vector
algebras, respectively.
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that R′ is another matrix such that (i) R12R13R′23 = R′23R13R12,
R23R13R′12 = R
′
12R13R23, (ii) (PR + 1)(PR′ − 1) = 0, (iii) R21R′12 = R′21R12, where P is a
permutation matrix with the entry Pi jkl = δilδ jk. Then the braided-vectors algebra V(R′,R)
defined by generators 1, {ei | i = 1, · · · , n}, and relations eie j = ∑
a,b
R′ ji
abe
aeb forms a braided
group with ∆(ei) = ei⊗1+1⊗ei, ǫ(ei) = 0, S (ei) = −ei,Ψ(ei⊗e j) = ∑
a,b
R ji
abe
a⊗eb in braided
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category A(R)M. Under the duality 〈 f j, ei〉 = δi j, braided-covectors algebra V∨(R′,R−121 )
defined by 1 and { f j | j = 1, · · · , n}, and relations fi f j = ∑
a,b
fb faR′abi j forms another braided
group with ∆( fi) = fi⊗1+1⊗ fi, ǫ( fi) = 0, S ( fi) = − fi, Ψ( fi⊗ f j) = ∑
a,b
fb⊗ faRabi j in braided
category MA(R).
Remark 2.2. There is a way to find suitable matrix R′ for a given R in [M4]. We know
that PR obeys some minimal polynomial ∏i(PR − xi) = 0. For each nonzero eigenvalue xi,
we can normalise R so that xi = −1. then set R′ = P + P
∏
j,i
(PR − x j), which satisfies the
conditions (i)—(iii). It gives us at least one braided (co)vector algebra for each nonzero
eigenvalue of PR.
With these, starting from some irreducible representation TV of Uq(g) and its corre-
sponding R-matrix RVV . Then there exists a unique dual pairing 〈·, ·〉 between Uextq (g) and
HRVV in [HH2] such that
〈(m+)ij, tkl 〉 = RVV ikjl = λRikjl, 〈(m−)ij, tkl 〉 = R−1VV kil j = λ−1(R−1)kil j ,
〈(m+)ij, t˜kl 〉 = (Rt2VV)−1ikjl = ((λR)t2 )−1ikjl, 〈(m−)ij, t˜kl 〉 = [(R−1VV)t1 ]−1
l j
ki = [(λ−1R−1)t1 ]−1
l j
ki.
Such λ is called a normalization constant of quantum groups. The convolution-invertible
algebra / anti-coalgebra maps R, ¯R in hom(HλR,Uextq (g)) are
R(tij) = (m+)ij, R(t˜ij) = (m+)−1 ji ; ¯R(tij) = (m−)ij, ¯R(t˜ij) = (m−)−1
j
i ,
where Uextq (g) is the FRT-form of Uq(g) or extended quantized enveloping algebra adjoined
by the elements K
1
m
i , HλR is the Hopf algebra associated with A(RVV), generated by tij, t˜ij
and subject to certain relations. With the weakly quasitriangular dual pair of Hopf algebras
in the above Theorem, we obtain that the braided (co)vector algebras V(R′,R) ∈ HλRM and
V∨(R′,R−121 ) ∈ MHλR . However, in order to yield the required quantum group of higher rank
1, we need to centrally extend the pair (Uextq (g), HλR) to the pair(
˜Uextq (g) = Uextq (g) ⊗ k[c, c−1], H˜λR = HλR ⊗ k[g, g−1]
)
with the action ei ⊳ c = λei, fi ⊳ c = λ fi and the extended pair 〈c, g〉 = λ. In this way, we
easily see that the braided algebras V(R′,R) ∈ H˜λRM and V∨(R′,R−121 ) ∈ MH˜λR .
Having these, we have the following generalized double-bosonization construction
Theorem in [HH2].
Theorem 2.2. Let RVV be the R-matrix corresponding to the irreducible representation TV
of Uq(g). There exists a normalization constant λ such that λR = RVV . Then the new
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quantum group U = U(V∨(R′,R−121 ), U˜extq (g),V(R′,R)) has the following the cross relations:
c fi = λ fic, eic = λcei, [c,m±] = 0, [ei, f j] = δi j
(m+)ijc−1 − c(m−)ij
q∗ − q−1∗
;
ei(m+) jk = RVV
ji
ab(m+)akeb, (m−)ijek = RVV kiabea(m−)bj ,
(m+)ij fk = fb(m+)iaRVV abjk , fi(m−) jk = (m−) jb faRVV abik ,
and the coproduct:
∆c = c ⊗ c, ∆ei = ea ⊗ (m+)iac−1 + 1 ⊗ ei, ∆ fi = fi ⊗ 1 + c(m−)ai ⊗ fa,
and the counit ǫei = ǫ fi = 0. We can normalize ei such that the factor q∗ − q−1∗ meets the
situation we need.
Remark 2.3. The R-matrix in [M1] is the P◦·◦P of the ordinary R-matrix, so the quantized
enveloping algebras constructed by double-bosonization satisfy EiK j = qai ji K jEi, FiK j =
q−ai ji K jFi, [Ei, F j] = δi j
Ki−K−1i
qi−q−1i
, where qi = qdi , in addition to the same q-Serre relations. So
it is necessary to notice that we use this definition of Uq(g) in our proof.
Remark 2.4. The R-matrix datum associated with a given module V comes from the RVV-
matrix, defined by RVV = BVV ◦ (TV ⊗TV)(R). Here R =
∞∑
r1,··· ,rn=0
n∏
j=1
(1−q−2
β j )
r j
[r j]qβ j
q
r j (r j+1)
2
β j E
r j
β j ⊗F
r j
β j
is main part of the universal R-matrix of Uq(g). BVV denotes the linear operator on V ⊗ V
given by BVV(v ⊗ w) := q(µ,µ′)v ⊗ w for v ∈ Vµ, w ∈ Vµ′ . We can endow every basis with
weights indices such that the operators TV (Ei) and TV (Fi) are raising and lowering the
indices of the basis, then the required RVV-matrix is upper triangular (see [HH2]).
Remark 2.5. The matrix m± can be obtained by S (l±i j) = (m±)ij, where l±i j is the L±-
functionals of Uq(g). The L±-functionals of Uextq (g) can obtained from Uh(g)’s L±-functionals
in Chapter 8 in [K], defined by
(id ⊗ TV )(R)(1 ⊗ v j) =
∑
i
l+i j ⊗ vi,
(TV ⊗ id)(R−1)(v j ⊗ 1) = (TV ⊗ id)(S ⊗ id)(R)(v j ⊗ 1) =
∑
i
vi ⊗ l−i j,
where
R = exp(h
∑
i, j
Bi j(Hi ⊗ H j))
∏
β∈∆+
expqβ((1 − q−2β )(Eβ ⊗ Fβ))
is the universal R-matrix of Uh(g). Here matrix (Bi j) is the inverse of matrix (Ci j) = (d−1j ai j),
the q-exponential function expqx is defined by expqx =
∞∑
r=0
q
r(r+1)
2
[r]q! x
r.
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3. Exceptional quantized enveloping algebras Uq(g) of type E series
From the type-crossing constructions of Uq(G2) and Uq(F4) in [HH2], we know that
it is most crucial to find suitable representations, and get the RVV-matrices we need, then to
achieve the required data R,R′ via determining the minimal polynomial of the PRVV-matrix.
3.1. Type-crossing construction of Uq(E6). In order to construct Uq(E6), it is natural to
start from Uq(D5) and a certain representation of it. We choose the 16-dimensional half-
spin representation TV of Uq(D5), which is given by the Figure 1, where (s1, s2, s3, s4, s5)
denotes the basis of weight 12 (s1ε1 + s2ε2 + s3ε3 + s4ε4 + s5ε5), si = ±.
Figure 1. The 16-dimensional half-spin representation of Uq(D5)
(– – – – +) f1
α4
(– – – + –) f2
α3
(– – + – –) f3✟✟
✟
✟✟
α2
(– + – – –) f4
❜
❜
❜❜
α5
(– – +++) f6
α2 α1
(+ – – – –) f5
❜
❜
❜
❜
α5
(– + – ++) f7
❜
❜
❜
❜
α5
✧
✧
✧
✧❜
❜
❜
❜
α3
α1
✧
✧
✧
✧
α1
❜
❜
❜
❜
α3
α2
❜
❜
❜
❜
α4
α1
(+ – – ++) f8(– ++– +) f9
(+ – + – +) f10(– +++ –) f12
(++ – – +) f11(+ – ++ –) f13
❜
❜
❜
❜
α4
✧
✧
✧
✧α2 ❜❜
❜
❜
α4
(++ – + –) f14
α3
α5
(+++ – –) f15
(+++++) f16
The actions of the Ei, Fi’s can be read directly from the Figure 1, K j’s actions can
be obtained by the defining relations of Ki and Ei, Fi in Uq(D5). Since Eβ( fm) = fn ⇐⇒
Fβ( fn) = fm and E2i is zero action, we can prove that the corresponding matrix PRVV is
symmetrizable, which is similar to situations in [HH2]. Moreover, for the corresponding
R-matrix RVV , we have
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Lemma 3.1. (1) The minimal polynomial of PRVV is
(PRVV + q−
3
4 I)(PRVV − q
5
4 I)(PRVV − q−
3
4 I) = 0.
(2) Those entries we need in matrices m± are as follows:
• In m+:
(m+)12 = −(q − q−1)E4K
1
2
1 K2K
3
2
3 K
1
4
4 K
3
4
5 , (m+)22 = K
1
2
1 K2K
3
2
3 K
1
4
4 K
3
4
5 ,
(m+)23 = −(q − q−1)E3K
1
2
1 K2K
1
2
3 K
1
4
4 K
3
4
5 , (m+)33 = K
1
2
1 K2K
1
2
3 K
1
4
4 K
3
4
5 ,
(m+)34 = −(q − q−1)E2K
1
2
1 K
1
2
3 K
1
4
4 K
3
4
5 , (m+)44 = K
1
2
1 K
1
2
3 K
1
4
4 K
3
4
5 ,
(m+)45 = −(q − q−1)E1K
− 12
1 K
1
2
3 K
1
4
4 K
3
4
5 , (m+)55 = K
− 12
1 K
1
2
3 K
1
4
4 K
3
4
5 ,
(m+)1516 = −(q − q−1)E5K
− 12
1 K
−1
2 K
− 32
3 K
− 34
4 K
− 54
5 , (m+)1616 = K
− 12
1 K
−1
2 K
− 32
3 K
− 34
4 K
− 54
5 .
• In m−:
(m−)21 = q(q − q−1)K
− 12
1 K
−1
2 K
− 32
3 K
− 14
4 K
− 34
5 F4, (m−)22 = K
− 12
1 K
−1
2 K
− 32
3 K
− 14
4 K
− 34
5 ,
(m−)1312 = q(q − q−1)K
1
2
1 K
1
2
3 K
3
4
4 K
1
4
5 F1, (m−)1313 = K
1
2
1 K
1
2
3 K
3
4
4 K
1
4
5 ,
(m−)1413 = q(q − q−1)K
1
2
1 K2K
1
2
3 K
3
4
4 K
1
4
5 F2, (m−)1414 = K
1
2
1 K2K
1
2
3 K
3
4
4 K
1
4
5 ,
(m−)1514 = q(q − q−1)K
1
2
1 K2K
3
2
3 K
3
4
4 K
1
4
5 F3, (m−)1515 = K
1
2
1 K2K
3
2
3 K
3
4
4 K
1
4
5 ,
(m−)1615 = q(q − q−1)K
1
2
1 K2K
3
2
3 K
3
4
4 K
5
4
5 F5, (m−)1616 = K
1
2
1 K2K
3
2
3 K
3
4
4 K
5
4
5 .
Proof. Those entries in (2) of Lemma 3.1 can be obtained by Remark 2.5. Then we will
focus on the minimal polynomial in (1). The decomposition of tensor product for this spin
representation is TV⊗TV = V1⊕V2⊕V3, where Vi, i = 1, 2, 3 is the irreducible representation
with highest weight ε1 + ε2 + ε3 + ε4 + ε5, ε1 + ε2 + ε3, ε1, respectively. This means that
matrix PRVV has only 3 distinct eigenvalues, denoted by x1, x2, x3. Then PRVV obeys the
minimal polynomial (PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)(PRVV − x3I) = 0. We use an ingenious
method to get these eigenvalues xi.
According to Remark 2.4, we obtain the nonzero entries of PRVV − xiI in rows of
(12), (21) are
(PRVV − xiI)1122 = −xi,
(PRVV − xiI)1221 = q
1
4 ,
(PRVV − xiI)2112 = q
1
4 ,
(PRVV − xiI)2211 = q
1
4 (q − q−1) − xi.
Then we obtain that the nonzero entries in row (12) of (PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I) still lie in
columns (12) and (21), given by
[(PRVV−x1I)(PRVV−x2I)]1122 = (PRVV−x1I)1122(PRVV−x2I)1122+(PRVV−x1I)1221(PRVV−x2I)2112,
[(PRVV−x1I)(PRVV−x2I)]1221 = (PRVV−x1I)1122(PRVV−x2I)1221+(PRVV−x1I)1221(PRVV−x2I)2211.
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With these, some entries in row (12) of (PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)(PRVV − x3I) can be
obtained by
[(PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)(PRVV − x3I)]1122
= [(PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)]1122(PRVV − x3I)1122
+ [(PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)]1221(PRVV − x3I)2112
= −x1x2x3 − q
1
2 (x1 + x2 + x3) + q 34 (q − q−1),
[(PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)(PRVV − x3I)]1221
= [(PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)]1122(PRVV − x3I)1221
+ [(PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)]1221(PRVV − x3I)2211
= q
1
4 (x1x2 + x2x3 + x1x3) − q
1
2 (q − q−1)(x1 + x2 + x3) + q
3
4 (q − q−1)2 + q 34 .
We consider the nonzero entries in rows (1, 16), (16, 1) as follows
(PRVV − xiI)1,1,1616 = −xi,
(PRVV − xiI)1,16,161 = q−
3
4 ,
(PRVV − xiI)16,16,11 = −xi,
(PRVV − xiI)16,1, 116 = q−
3
4 ,
(PRVV − xiI)16,a0,1b0 = Ya0
for some columns (a0, b0). If there exists Ya0 , 0, then 1 < a0, b0 < 16, so
(PRVV − xiI)a0 ,1, b016 = 0.
Nonzero entries in row (1, 16) of (PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I) are given by
[(PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)]1,1,1616
= (PRVV − x1I)1,1,1616(PRVV − x2I)1,1,1616 + (PRVV − x1I)1,16,161 (PRVV − x2I)16,1, 116,
[(PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)]1,16,161
= (PRVV − x1I)1,1,1616(PRVV − x2I)1,16,161 + (PRVV − x1I)1,16,161 (PRVV − x2I)16,16,11,
[(PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)]1,a0 ,16b0
= (PRVV − x1I)1,1,1616(PRVV − x2I)1,a0 ,16b0 + (PRVV − x1I)
1,
16,
16
1 (PRVV − x2I)16,a0 ,1b0
= (PRVV − x1I)1,16,161 (PRVV − x2I)16,a0,1b0 .
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With these, the entry [(PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)(PRVV − x3I)]1,1,1616 is
[(PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)(PRVV − x3I)]1,1,1616
= [(PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)]1,1,1616(PRVV − x3I)1,1,1616
+ [(PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)]1,16,161 (PRVV − x3I)16,1, 116
+ [(PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)]1,a0 ,16b0 (PRVV − x3I)
a0 ,
1,
b0
16
= [(PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)]1,1,1616(PRVV − x3I)1,1,1616
+ [(PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)]1,16,161 (PRVV − x3I)16,1, 116
= −x1x2x3 − q−
3
2 (x1 + x2 + x3).
Then we have the following equations
−x1x2x3 − q
1
2 (x1 + x2 + x3) + q 34 (q − q−1) = 0,
q 14 (x1x2 + x2x3 + x1x3) − q 12 (q − q−1)(x1 + x2 + x3) + q 34 (q − q−1)2 + q 34 = 0,
−x1x2x3 − q−
3
2 (x1 + x2 + x3) = 0.
Solving these equations, we obtain that these 3 eigenvalues are q 54 , q− 34 ,−q− 34 . So the
minimal polynomial of PRVV is (PRVV + q− 34 I)(PRVV − q 54 I)(PRVV − q− 34 I) = 0. 
From the above Lemma 3.1, setting
R = q
3
4 RVV , R′ = RPR − (q2 + 1)R + (q2 + 1)P,
then we obtain (PR + I)(PR′ − I) = 0. With these, we have the following
Theorem 3.1. With the quantum normalization constant λ = q− 34 , identify e16, f16, and
(m+)1616c−1 with the additional simple root vectors E6, F6, and the group-like element K6, re-
spectively, then the new quantum group U(V∨(R′,R−121 ), ˜Uextq (D5),V(R′,R)) is the quantized
enveloping algebra Uq(E6) with K
1
4
i adjoined.
Proof. Under the above identification, [E6, F6] = K6−K
−1
6
q−q−1 , ∆(E6) = E6 ⊗ K6 + 1 ⊗ E6, and
∆(F6) = F6 ⊗ 1 + K−16 ⊗ F6 can be obtained directly by Theorem 2.2. We find that the
minor diagonal entries (m−)i+1i has the form (m−)i+1i = q(q − q−1)(m−)i+1i+1F. Combing with
(m−)i+1i e16 = λR1616i+1i+1e16(m−)i+1i and (m−)i+1i+1e16 = λR1616i+1i+1e16(m−)i+1i+1 given by the equalities
in Theorem 2.2, we obtain [E6, F j] = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ 5, namely, [E6, Fi] = δi j K6−K
−1
6
q−q−1 . According
to the cross relations in Theorem 2.2 again, we have
e16(m+) jj = λR
j
16
j
16(m+)
j
je
16,
(m+)i+1i+1K5−i = (m+)ii, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4,
Ri16
i
16 = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ 5, R
16
16
16
16 = q
2

=⇒

E6Ki = KiE6, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4,
E6K5 = q−1K5E6,
E6K6 = q2K6E6.
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The relations between K6 and others Ei’s are given by
E1K6 = E1K
− 12
1 K
−1
2 K
− 32
3 K
− 34
4 K
− 54
5 c
−1 = q−1qK−
1
2
1 K
−1
2 K
− 32
3 K
− 34
4 K
− 54
5 c
−1E1 = K6E1.
E2K6 = E2K
− 12
1 K
−1
2 K
− 32
3 K
− 34
4 K
− 54
5 c
−1 = q 12 q−2q 32 K−
1
2
1 K
−1
2 K
− 32
3 K
− 34
4 K
− 54
5 c
−1E2 = K6E2,
E3K6 = E3K
− 12
1 K
−1
2 K
− 32
3 K
− 34
4 K
− 54
5 c
−1 = qq−3q 34 q 54 K−
1
2
1 K
−1
2 K
− 32
3 K
− 34
4 K
− 54
5 c
−1E3 = K6E3,
E4K6 = E4K
− 12
1 K
−1
2 K
− 32
3 K
− 34
4 K
− 54
5 c
−1 = q 12 q−2q 32 K−
1
2
1 K
−1
2 K
− 32
3 K
− 34
4 K
− 54
5 c
−1E4 = K6E4,
E5K6 = E5K
− 12
1 K
−1
2 K
− 32
3 K
− 34
4 K
− 54
5 c
−1 = q 32 q− 52 K−
1
2
1 K
−1
2 K
− 32
3 K
− 34
4 K
− 54
5 c
−1E5 = q−1K6E5.
We will explore the q-Serre relations between E6 and others Ei’s. Ei’s appear in the
minor entries of m+, so we consider the cross relations related to (m+)ii+1 in Theorem 2.2.
(m+)ii+1 = −(q − q−1)E5−i(m+)i+1i+1,
e16(m+)ii+1 = λ(m+)ii+1e16,
e16(m+)i+1i+1 = λ(m+)i+1i+1e16, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4,
e16(m+)1516 = λ(q(m+)1516e16 + q(q − q−1)(m+)1616e15,

=⇒

E6Ei − EiE6 = 0,
e15 = qe16E5 − E5e16.
So we need to know the relations between e15 and e16, E5. Indeed, e15e16 = R′16,a, 15b e
aeb
= (2q2 + 1)e15e16 − 2qe16e15 =⇒ e16e15 = qe15e16, then combing with the above equality
e15 = qe16E5 − E5e16, we obtain
(E6)2E5 − [2]qE6E5E6 + E5(E6)2 = 0.
On the other hand, the relation of e15 and E5 is given by e15(m+)1516 = λR15a 15b (m+)a16eb =
q 54 (m+)1516e15. Putting the expression of (m+)1516 into the equality, we get e15E5 = qE5e15.
Combing with the above equality e15 = qe16E5 − E5e16 again, we obtain
(E5)2E6 − [2]qE5E6E5 + E6(E5)2 = 0.
The relations of f16 and Fi, Ki can be obtained in a similar way. 
3.2. Inductive construction of Uq(E7). For the construction of Uq(E7), we choose the 27-
dimensional minimal fundamental representation of Uq(E6) given by the following Figure 2,
which also appeared in [KM, KKM]. (s1, · · · si) denotes the basis of weight s1λ1+ · · ·+ siλi,
s j = 0, 1, 1, where 1 = −1. Corresponding to this representation, we have the following
Lemma 3.2 by the similar analysis.
Lemma 3.2. (1) PRVV obeys the minimal polynomial
(PRVV − q
4
3 I)(PRVV − q−
2
3 I)(PRVV + q−
2
3 I) = 0.
(2) The entries we need in m± are obtained by Remark 2.5,
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• In m+ :
(m+)12 = (q−1 − q)E1K
1
3
1 K2K
5
3
3 K
2
4 K
4
3
5 K
2
3
6 , (m+)22 = K
1
3
1 K2K
5
3
3 K
2
4 K
4
3
5 K
2
3
6 ,
(m+)23 = (q−1 − q)E3K
1
3
1 K2K
2
3
3 K
2
4 K
4
3
5 K
2
3
6 , (m+)33 = K
1
3
1 K2K
2
3
3 K
2
4 K
4
3
5 K
2
3
6 ,
(m+)34 = (q−1 − q)E4K
1
3
1 K2K
2
3
3 K4K
4
3
5 K
2
3
6 , (m+)44 = K
1
3
1 K2K
2
3
3 K4K
4
3
5 K
2
3
6 ,
(m+)45=(q−1 − q)E2K
1
3
1 K
2
3
3 K4K
4
3
5 K
2
3
6 , (m+)55=K
1
3
1 K
2
3
3 K4K
4
3
5 K
2
3
6 , (m+)56=0,
(m+)46 = (q−1 − q)E5K
1
3
1 K2K
2
3
3 K4K
1
3
5 K
2
3
6 , (m+)66 = K
1
3
1 K2K
2
3
3 K4K
1
3
5 K
2
3
6 ,
(m+)67 = (q−1 − q)E6K
1
3
1 K2K
2
3
3 K4K
1
3
5 K
− 13
6 , (m+)77 = K
1
3
1 K2K
2
3
3 K4K
1
3
5 K
− 13
6 ,
(m+)11 = K
4
3
1 K2K
5
3
3 K
2
4 K
4
3
5 K
2
3
6 , (m+)2727 = K
− 23
1 K
−1
2 K
− 43
3 K
−2
4 K
− 53
5 K
− 43
6 .
• In m− :
(m−)21 =
K
− 13
1 K
−1
2 K
− 53
3 K
−2
4 K
− 43
5 K
− 23
6 F1
(q2−1) , (m−)22 = K
− 13
1 K
−1
2 K
− 53
3 K
−2
4 K
− 43
5 K
− 23
6 ,
(m−)32 =
K
− 13
1 K
−1
2 K
− 23
3 K
−2
4 K
− 43
5 K
− 23
6 F3
(q2−1) , (m−)33 = K
− 13
1 K
−1
2 K
− 23
3 K
−2
4 K
− 43
5 K
− 23
6 ,
(m−)43 =
K
− 13
1 K
−1
2 K
− 23
3 K
−1
4 K
− 43
5 K
− 23
6 F4
(q2−1) , (m−)44 = K
− 13
1 K
−1
2 K
− 23
3 K
−1
4 K
− 43
5 K
− 23
6 ,
(m−)54 =
K
− 13
1 K
− 23
3 K
−1
4 K
− 43
5 K
− 23
6 F2
(q2−1) , (m−)55 = K
− 13
1 K
− 23
3 K
−1
4 K
− 43
5 K
− 23
6 ,
(m−)85 =
K
− 13
1 K
− 23
3 K
−1
4 K
− 13
5 K
− 23
6 F5
(q2−1) , (m−)88 = K
− 13
1 K
− 23
3 K
−1
4 K
− 13
5 K
− 23
6 ,
(m−)76 =
K
− 13
1 K
−1
2 K
− 23
3 K
−1
4 K
− 13
5 K
1
3
6 F6
(q2−1) , (m−)77 = K
− 13
1 K
−1
2 K
− 23
3 K
−1
4 K
− 13
5 K
1
3
6 .
Proof. The method of proof is similar to the above Lemma. For the proof of (1), the de-
composition of tensor product for this representation is
(000001) ⊗ (000001) = (000002) ⊕ (000010) ⊕ (100000).
Namely, V ⊗ V = V1 ⊕ V2 ⊕ V3, where Vi, i = 1, 2, 3 denotes the irreducible representation
with highest weight 2λ6, λ5, λ1, respectively. This means that matrix PRVV has 3 distinct
eigenvalues, denoted by x1, x2, x3, and set N = (PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)(PRVV − x3I).
We also consider some entries at some special rows in the matrix N . For example,
the nonzero entries at rows (12) and (21) are (PRVV − xiI)1122 = −xi, (PRVV − xiI)1221 =
q
1
3 , (PRVV − xiI)2112 = q
1
3 , (PRVV − xiI)2211 = q
1
3 (q − q−1) − xi. Then we obtain
N11
2
2 = −x1x2x3 − q
2
3 (x1 + x2 + x3) + q2 − 1,
N12
2
1 = q
1
3 (x1x2 + x1x3 + x2x3) − q 23 (q − q−1)(x1 + x2 + x3) + q3 + q−1 − q.
Other special rows we consider are (1, 27) and (27, 1), nonzero entries at these rows
are (PRVV − xiI)1,1,2727 = −xi, (PRVV − xiI)1,27,271 = q−
3
4 , (PRVV − xiI)27,27,11 = −xi, (PRVV −
xiI)27,1, 127 = q−
3
4 , (PRVV − xiI)27,c0 , 1d0 = Yc0 for some columns (a0, b0), where 1 < a0, b0 < 27,
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and (PRVV − xiI)a0 ,1, b027 = 0. With these entries, we obtain
N
1,
1,
27
27 = −x1x2x3 − q
− 43 (x1 + x2 + x3).
In view of the value of N11
2
2,N
1
2
2
1,N
1,
1,
27
27, we obtain the following equations
−x1x2x3 − q
2
3 (x1 + x2 + x3) + q2 − 1 = 0,
q
1
3 (x1x2 + x1x3 + x2x3) − q 23 (q − q−1)(x1 + x2 + x3) + q3 + q−1 − q = 0,
−x1x2x3 − q−
4
3 (x1 + x2 + x3) = 0.
Solving it, we get that these eigenvalues are q 43 ,±q− 23 . Then we obtain the minimal
polynomial of PRVV is (PRVV − q 43 I)(PRVV − q− 23 I)(PRVV + q− 23 I) = 0. 
Setting R = q 23 RVV ,R′ = RPR− (q2 + 1)R + (q2 + 1)P, we have (PR + I)(PR′ − I) = 0.
In view of these results, we obtain the following
Theorem 3.2. With the quantum normalization constant λ = q− 23 , identify e27, f27 and
(m+)2727c−1 with the additional simple root vectors E7, F7 and the group-element K7, re-
spectively, then the new quantum group U(V∨(R′,R−121 ), ˜Uextq (E6),V(R′,R)) is the quantized
enveloping algebra Uq(E7) with K
1
3
i adjoined.
Proof. [E7, F7] = K7−K
−1
7
q−q−1 , ∆(E7) = E7 ⊗ K7 + 1 ⊗ E7, and ∆(F7) = F7 ⊗ 1 + K−17 ⊗ F7 can
by obtained directly by Theorem 2.2. We will explore the relations between E7 and Fi. Fi’s
appear in the minor entries (m−)i+1i of matrix m−, then according to the cross relations in
Theorem 2.2, we obtain
(m−)i+1i = (q2 − 1)(m−)i+1i+1F j,
(m−)85 = (q2 − 1)(m−)88F5,
(m−)i+1i e27 = λR2727i+1i+1e27(m−)i+1i ,
(m−)85e27 = λR272788e27(m−)85,
(m−)i+1i+1e27 = λR2727i+1i+1e27(m−)i+1i+1,

=⇒ E7F j = F jE7 =⇒ [E7, F j] = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ 6.
Namely, [E7, Fi] = δ7 j K7−K
−1
7
q−q−1 . Under the above identification, E7K7 = e
27(m+)2727c−1 =
λR2727
27
27(m+)2727e27c−1 = R27272727(m+)2727c−1e27 = q
2
3 RVV 2727
27
27(m+)2727c−1e27 = q2(m+)2727c−1e27 =
q2K7E7. According to the cross relation e27(m+)ii = λRii2727(m+)iie27 in Theorem 2.2, com-
bining with (m+)22K1 = (m+)11, (m+)33K3 = (m+)22, (m+)44K4 = (m+)33, (m+)55K2 = (m+)44,
(m+)77K6 = (m+)55, and Rii2727 = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, R772727 = q, we obtain the relations between E7
and Ki:

E7Ki = KiE7, 1 ≤ i ≤ 5,
E7K6 = q−1K6E7.
The relations between K7 and others Ei’s can be obtained by the following equalities.
E1K7 = E1K
− 23
1 K
−1
2 K
− 43
3 K
−2
4 K
− 53
5 K
− 43
6 c
−1 = q−
4
3 q
4
3 K−
2
3
1 K
−1
2 K
− 43
3 K
−2
4 K
− 53
5 K
− 43
6 c
−1E1 = K7E1,
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E2K7 = E2K
− 23
1 K
−1
2 K
− 43
3 K
−2
4 K
− 53
5 K
− 43
6 c
−1 = q−2q2K−
2
3
1 K
−1
2 K
− 43
3 K
−2
4 K
− 53
5 K
− 43
6 c
−1E2 = K7E2,
E3K7 = E3K
− 23
1 K
−1
2 K
− 43
3 K
−2
4 K
− 53
5 K
− 43
6 c
−1 = q
2
3 q−
8
3 q2K−
2
3
1 K
−1
2 K
− 43
3 K
−2
4 K
− 53
5 K
− 43
6 c
−1E3 = K7E3,
E4K7 = E4K
− 23
1 K
−1
2 K
− 43
3 K
−2
4 K
− 53
5 K
− 43
6 c
−1 = qq
4
3 q−4q
5
3 K−
2
3
1 K
−1
2 K
− 43
3 K
−2
4 K
− 53
5 K
− 43
6 c
−1E4 = K7E4,
E5K7 = E5K
− 23
1 K
−1
2 K
− 43
3 K
−2
4 K
− 53
5 K
− 43
6 c
−1 = q2q−
10
3 q
4
3 K−
2
3
1 K
−1
2 K
− 43
3 K
−2
4 K
− 53
5 K
− 43
6 c
−1E5 = K7E5,
E6K7 = E6K
− 23
1 K
−1
2 K
− 43
3 K
−2
4 K
− 53
5 K
− 43
6 c
−1 = q
5
3 q−
8
3 K−
2
3
1 K
−1
2 K
− 43
3 K
−2
4 K
− 53
5 K
− 43
6 c
−1E5 = q−1K7E6.
We will describe the q-Serre relations between e27 and Ei. Since Ei’s appear in the
minor entries (m+)ii+1 of matrix m+, we have
(m+)ii+1 = −(q − q−1)E j(m+)i+1i+1,
e27(m+)ii+1 = λRii2727(m+)ii+1e27, i = 1, · · · , 4,
e27(m+)i+1i+1 = λRi+1i+12727(m+)i+1i+1e27,

=⇒ E7E j = E jE7, j = 1, 2, 3, 4.
(m+)46 = −(q − q−1)E5(m+)66,
e27(m+)46 = λR4a27b (m+)a6eb,
e27(m+)66 = λR662727(m+)66e27,
(m+)56 = 0,R462725 = 0,R442727 = R662727 = 1,

=⇒ E7E5 = E5E7.
(m+)67 = −(q − q−1)E6(m+)77,
e27(m+)67 = λ(m+)67e27 + λ(q − q−1)(m+)77e26,
e27(m+)77 = λR772727(m+)77e27 = λq(m+)77e27,
e26(m+)77 = λR772626(m+)77e27 = λ(m+)77e26,

=⇒ e26 = q−1E6e27 − e27E6.
According to R′27,27,
26
26 = −2q, and R
′27,
26,
26
27 = 2q
2 + 1, then e26e27 = R′27,a, 26b e
aeb =
−2qe27e26 + (2q2 + 1)e26e27 =⇒ e27e26 = qe26e27. Combing with the above relation
e26 = q−1E6e27 − e27E6, we obtain
(E7)2E6 − (q + q−1)E7E6E7 + E6(E7)2 = 0.
On the other hand, we need to know the relation between e26 and E6, which can be
explored by the following relations
(m+)67 = (q − q−1)E6(m+)77,
e26(m+)67 = λR662626(m+)67e26 = λq(m+)67e26,
e26(m+)77 = λR772626(m+)77e26 = λ(m+)77e26.
=⇒ e26E6 = qE6e26.
Combing with the above relation e26 = q−1E6e27 − e27E6 again, we obtain
(E6)2E7 − (q + q−1)E6E7E6 + E7(E6)2 = 0.
The relations between f27 and others Fi, Ki’s can be obtained in a similar way. With these
relations, we prove that the new quantum group is Uq(E7). 
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3.3. Inductive construction of Uq(E8). We choose the 56-dimensional minimal funda-
mental representation TV of Uq(E7) to construct Uq(E8). The representation is given by
the following Figure 3, which also appeared in [KKM]. This representation also satisfies
Eβ( fm) = fn ⇐⇒ Fβ( fn) = fm and E2i is zero action. Moreover, the data R,R′, and the
entries we need in m± are given by the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.3. (1) The minimal polynomial of the braiding PRVV is
(PRVV + q− 12 I)(PRVV + q 12 I)(PRVV − q 12 I)(PRVV − q 32 I) = 0.
Thus setting R = q 12 RVV ,R′ = −q−4R(PR)2+q−2RPR+q−2R, we have (PR+ I)(PR′− I) = 0.
(2) The entries we need in m± are listed as follows
• In m+:
(m+)12 = −(q − q−1)E7K1K
3
2
2 K
2
3 K
3
4 K
5
2
5 K
2
6 K
1
2
7 , (m+)22 = K1K
3
2
2 K
2
3 K
3
4 K
5
2
5 K
2
6 K
1
2
7 ,
(m+)23 = −(q − q−1)E6K1K
3
2
2 K
2
3 K
3
4 K
5
2
5 K6K
1
2
7 , (m+)33 = K1K
3
2
2 K
2
3 K
3
4 K
5
2
5 K6K
1
2
7 ,
(m+)34 = −(q − q−1)E5K1K
3
2
2 K
2
3 K
3
4 K
3
2
5 K6K
1
2
7 , (m+)44 = K1K
3
2
2 K
2
3 K
3
4 K
3
2
5 K6K
1
2
7 ,
(m+)45 = −(q − q−1)E4K1K
3
2
2 K
2
3 K
2
4 K
3
2
5 K6K
1
2
7 , (m+)55 = K1K
3
2
2 K
2
3 K
2
4 K
3
2
5 K6K
1
2
7 ,
(m+)56 = −(q − q−1)E3K1K
3
2
2 K3K
2
4 K
3
2
5 K6K
1
2
7 , (m+)66 = K1K
3
2
2 K3K
2
4 K
3
2
5 K6K
1
2
7 ,
(m+)57=(q−1 − q)E2K1K
1
2
2 K
2
3 K
2
4 K
3
2
5 K6K
1
2
7 , (m+)77=K1K
1
2
2 K
2
3 K
2
4 K
3
2
5 K6K
1
2
7 , (m+)67=0,
(m+)68 = −(q − q−1)E1K
3
2
2 K3K
2
4 K
3
2
5 K6K
1
2
7 , (m+)88 = K
3
2
2 K3K
2
4 K
3
2
5 K6K
1
2
7 , (m+)78 = 0,
(m+)11 = K1K
3
2
2 K
2
3 K
3
4 K
5
2
5 K
2
6 K
3
2
7 , (m+)5656 = K−11 K
− 32
2 K
−2
3 K
−3
4 K
− 52
5 K
−2
6 K
− 32
7 ;
• In m−:
(m−)21 =
K−11 K
− 32
2 K
−2
3 K
−3
4 K
− 52
5 K
−2
6 K
− 12
7 F7
q2−1 , (m−)22 = K−11 K
− 32
2 K
−2
3 K
−3
4 K
− 52
5 K
−2
6 K
− 12
7 ,
(m−)32 =
K−11 K
− 32
2 K
−2
3 K
−3
4 K
− 52
5 K
−1
6 K
− 12
7 F6
q2−1 , (m−)33 = K−11 K
− 32
2 K
−2
3 K
−3
4 K
− 52
5 K
−1
6 K
− 12
7 ,
(m−)43 =
K−11 K
− 32
2 K
−2
3 K
−3
4 K
− 32
5 K
−1
6 K
− 12
7 F5
q2−1 , (m−)44 = K−11 K
− 32
2 K
−2
3 K
−3
4 K
− 32
5 K
−1
6 K
− 12
7 ,
(m−)54 =
K−11 K
− 32
2 K
−2
3 K
−2
4 K
− 32
5 K
−1
6 K
− 12
7 F4
q2−1 , (m−)55 = K−11 K
− 32
2 K
−2
3 K
−2
4 K
− 32
5 K
−1
6 K
− 12
7 ,
(m−)65 =
K−11 K
− 32
2 K
−1
3 K
−2
4 K
− 32
5 K
−1
6 K
− 12
7 F3
q2−1 , (m−)66 = K−11 K
− 32
2 K
−1
3 K
−2
4 K
− 32
5 K
−1
6 K
− 12
7 ,
(m−)86 =
K
− 32
2 K
−1
3 K
−2
4 K
− 32
5 K
−1
6 K
− 12
7 F1
q2−1 , (m−)88 = K
− 32
2 K
−1
3 K
−2
4 K
− 32
5 K
−1
6 K
− 12
7 , (m−)76 = 0,
(m−)108 =
K
− 12
2 K
−1
3 K
−2
4 K
− 32
5 K
−1
6 K
− 12
7 F2
q2−1 , (m−)1010 = K
− 12
2 K
−1
3 K
−2
4 K
− 32
5 K
−1
6 K
− 12
7 , (m−)98 = 0,
(m−)11 = K−11 K
− 32
2 K
−2
3 K
−3
4 K
− 52
5 K
−2
6 K
− 32
7 , (m−)5656 = K1K
3
2
2 K
2
3 K
3
4 K
5
2
5 K
2
6 K
3
2
7 .
Proof. The proof is similar. The decomposition of this 56-dimensional representation is
(0000001) ⊗ (0000001) = (0000002) ⊕ (0000010) ⊕ (1000000) ⊕ (0000000),
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namely, V ⊗ V = V1 ⊕ V2 ⊕ V3 ⊕ V4, where Vi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 is the irreducible representation
wit highest weight 2λ7, λ6, λ1, 0 respectively. This means matrix PRVV only has 4 distinct
eigenvalues, denoted by xi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. We set △1 = x1 + x2 + x3 + x4,△2 = x1x2 +
x1x3 + x2x3 + (x1 + x2 + x3)x4,△3 = x1x2x3 + x1x2x4 + x1x3x4 + x2x3x4,△4 = x1x2x3x4, and
N = (PRVV − x1I)(PRVV − x2I)(PRVV − x3I) (PRVV − x4I).
We find nonzero entries at rows (12) and (21) in matrix PRVV− xiI are (PRVV− xiI)1122 =
−xi, (PRVV − xiI)1221 = q
1
2 , (PRVV − xiI)2112 = q
1
2 , (PRVV − xiI)2211 = q
1
2 (q − q−1) − xi. So we
obtain the entries at row (1, 2) and columns (1, 2) and (2, 1) in matrix N are
N11
2
2 = ∆4 + q∆2 − q
3
2 (q − q−1)∆1 + q2 + q2(q − q−1)2,
N12
2
1 = −∆3 + q
1
2 (q − q−1)∆2 − [q + q(q − q−1)2]∆1 + q 32 (q − q−1)3 + 2q 32 (q − q−1).
We will consider the entries at rows (5, 11) and (11, 5). From the Figure 3, we find
that the basis f5 can be raised by the roots α2,α3 and α1 + α3, but the basis f11 is lowered
by the roots α4,α3 + α4 and α2 + α4. This fact means that raising f5 and lowering f11
can’t be done by the same roots, so the only nonzero entry at row (5, 11) in matrix RVV is
RVV 5,5,
11
11 = q
1
2 . We also obtain that the only nonzero entry at row (11, 5) in matrix RVV is
RVV 11,11,
5
5 = q
1
2 by the same analysis. Then the nonzero entries at rows (5, 11) and (11, 5) in
matrix PRVV − xiI are (PRVV − xiI)5,115,11 = −xi, (PRVV − xiI)5,1111,5 = q
1
2 , (PRVV − xiI)11,55,11 =
q 12 , (PRVV − xiI)11,511,5 = −xi. Then the entries at row (5, 11) and columns (5, 11) and (11, 5)
in matrix N are N5,115,11 = ∆4 + q∆2 + q
2,N5,1111,5 = −q
1
2∆3 − q
3
2∆1.
These entries yield the following equations
∆4 + q∆2 − q
3
2 (q − q−1)∆1 + q2 + q2(q − q−1)2 = 0,
−∆3 + q
1
2 (q − q−1)∆2 − [q + q(q − q−1)2]∆1 + q 32 (q − q−1)3 + 2q 32 (q − q−1) = 0,
∆4 + q∆2 + q2 = 0,
−q 12∆3 − q
3
2∆1 = 0.
Solving it, we get these eigenvalues are −q− 12 ,±q 12 , q 32 . Then the minimal polynomial
of PRVV is (PRVV + q− 12 I)(PRVV + q 12 I)(PRVV − q 12 I)(PRVV − q 32 I) = 0. 
With these, we have the following
Theorem 3.3. With the quantum normalization constant λ = q− 12 , identify e56, f56 and
(m+)5656c−1 with the additional simple root vectors E8, F8, and the group-element K8, then
the new quantum group U(V∨(R′,R−121 ), ˜Uextq (E7),V(R′,R)) = Uq(E8) with K
1
2
i adjoined.
Proof. The cross relation can be obtained easily in view of the relations in Theorem 2.2, so
we only focus on the q-Serre relations between e56 and Ei. E1, E2 appear in (m+)68, (m+)57,
respectively, then according to Theorem 2.2, we obtain
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(m+)68 = −(q − q−1)E1(m+)88,
e56(m+)68 = λR665656(m+)68e56 = λ(m+)68e56,
e56(m+)88 = λR885656(m+)68e56 = λ(m+)88e56,

=⇒ E8E1 = E1E8.
(m+)57 = −(q − q−1)E2(m+)77,
e56(m+)57 = λR555656(m+)57e56 = λ(m+)57e56,
e56(m+)77 = λR775656(m+)77e56 = λ(m+)77e56,

=⇒ E8E2 = E2E8.
We observed that other Ei’s locate in the minor entries (m+)ii+1 from the above Lemma,
then the following relations can be deduced from Theorem 2.2.
e56(m+)12 = λR115656(m+)12e56 + λR125655(m+)22e55,
e56(m+)ii+1 = λRii5656(m+)ii+1e56, 2 ≤ i ≤ 5,
(m+)ii+1 = −(q − q−1)E j(m+)i+1i+1, i + j = 8,
e56(m+)kk = λRkk5656(m+)kke56,∀k,
R22
55
55 = q
−1,R1,2,
56
55 = q
−1(q − q−1),
R11
56
56 = q
−1,Rii
56
56 = 1, 2 ≤ i ≤ 8,

=⇒

E8E j = E jE8, 3 ≤ j ≤ 6,
e55 = qE7e56 − e56E7.
According to R′56,56,
55
55 = q
−1 − q−3, and R′56,55,
55
56 = q
−2, then e55e56 = R′56a 55b e
aeb =
(q−1−q−3)e56e55+q−2e55e56 =⇒ e55e56 = q−1e56e55. Combining with e55 = qE7e56−e56E7,
we obtain
(E8)2E7 − (q + q−1)E8E7E8 + E7(E8)2 = 0.
On the other hand, we can get the relations between e55 and E7 by the following relations.
m+12 = −(q − q−1)E7m+22,
e55m+12 = λR
1,
1,
55
55m
+1
2e
55,
e55m+22 = λR
2,
2,
55
55m
+2
2e
55,

=⇒ e55E7 = q−1E7e55.
Combining with e55 = qE7e56 − e56E7 again, we obtain
(E7)2E8 − (q + q−1)E7E8E7 + E8(E7)2 = 0.
With these relations, we prove that the new quantum group is Uq(E8).
This completes the proof. 
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Figure 2. Uq(E6)’s 27-dimensional minimal fundamental representation
(100000) f1
α1
(101000) f2
α3
(001100) f3
α4
(010110) f4
PPPPα5 ✏✏
✏✏
α2
(010010) f5
α5
(010111) f8
α4
(001101) f10
α3
(101001) f12
α1
(100001) f15
α6
(100011) f17
α5
(100110) f19
α4
(11 1100)f20
α3
(011000) f22
(010011) f6
α6
✘✘
✘✘
✘✘
✘✘
✘
α2
(010001) f7
α2
(010011) f9
α4
❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳
α6
(010011) f11
α5
❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳
α6
✟
✟
✟✟α3
(010011) f13
α3
(010011) f16
α4
❍
❍
❍❍
α5
✘✘
✘✘
✘✘
✘✘
✘
α1
(1 11000)f18
α2
✘✘
✘✘
✘✘
✘✘
✘
α1
(010011) f21
α1
(010011) f23❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳α2
✟
✟
✟
✟α3
(101011) f14✑
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Figure 3. Uq(E7)’s 56-dimensional minimal fundamental representation
(0000001) f1
α7
(0000011) f2
α6
(0000110) f3
α5
(0001100) f4
α4
(01 11000) f5
◗
◗
α3 ✑✑α2
(1 110000)f6✏
✏✏
✏
α2α1 (011000) f7
α3
(1100000) f8
α2
(1111000)f9
α4
◗
◗
◗
◗
α1
(1101000) f10
α4
(1001100)f11
α5
◗
◗
◗
◗
α1
(1001101) f12
◗
◗α3 ✏✏
✏α5
(1000110)f13
◗
◗α1 ✟✟
✟α6
(0010100) f14
α5
(00110110)f17
α4
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✘✘α6
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α6
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✘✘
✘✘α2
(0101111) f23
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✭✭✭
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P α3 α6
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PP
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4. Majid’s double-bosonization and Rosso’s quantum shuffle
Up to now, we have obtained the inductive constructions of Uq(g)’s for all finite-
dimensional complex simple Lie algebras g, which can be expressed in a unified form by
the following
Proposition 4.1. Let TV be a p-dimensional irreducible representation of Uq(g) with high-
est weight −µ, (ai j)n×n the Cartan matrix of g, ν the weight of central element c−1. Then
the resulted quantum group U(V∨(R′,R−121 ), U˜extq (g),V(R′,R)) is of higher-one rank, whose
Cartan matrix is obtained from (ai j)n×n by adding a row and a column with: ai,n+1 =
2(αi ,µ)
(αi,αi) , an+1,i =
2(µ,αi)
(µ,µ)+(ν,ν) , and ν is orthogonal to µ and αi, i = 1, · · · , n.
Proof. Combining with the inductive constructions obtained in [HH1, HH2] and the results
in section 3 of this paper, we know that the new additional group-like element Kn+1 is
(m+)ppc−1. From the expression of (m+)pp in each case, we observe that the corresponding
weight of (m+)pp is µ, namely (m+)pp = Kµ, so Kn+1 = Kµ+ν. Every simple root vector E j
usually locates in the minor entries (m+)ii+1, where (m+)ii+1 = aiE j(m+)i+1i+1, ai ∈ k[q, q−1].
According to the cross relations in Theorem 2.2, we obtain the following relations between
ei and ei−1.
ei(m+)ii+1 = λRiaib(m+)ai+1eb = λRiiii(m+)ii+1ei + λRii+1ii−1(m+)i+1i+1ei−1,
ei(m+)i+1i+1 = λRi+1i+1ii(m+)i+1i+1ei,
ei−1(m+)i+1i+1 = λRi+1i+1i−1i−1(m+)i+1i+1ei−1.
Combining with (m+)ii+1 = aiE j(m+)i+1i+1, we get ei−1 = ai
Ri+1i+1
i−1
i−1
Rii+1
i
i−1
(eiE j − R
i
i
i
i
Ri+1i+1
i
i
E jei). Then
weight(ei−1) = weight(ei) + α j, combining with ek · c−1 = λ−1ek for any k, so (ν, α j) = 0.
On the other hand, we know that the explicit form of the additional Kµ+ν in each inductive
construction, so we can obtain the specific form of ν, and observe that ν is orthogonal to
µ. 
With these explicit inductive constructions, we know that both double bosonization
[M1] and quantum shuffle in [Ro] have the same application for the inductive constructions
of Uq(g)’s for the finite-dimensional complex simple Lie algebras. We will give the specific
form of weight µ and ν, and the Dynkin diagram in each case, which makes the readers
understand intuitively. The imaginary line and the filled circle mean that the original Dynkin
diagram extends to the new added simple root with an arrow pointing to the shorter of the
two roots in each extended Dynkin diagram.
(1) The An series.
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Take g = sln and V the fundamental representation with µ = −λn−1, where λn−1 =
n−1∑
i=1
i
n
αi =
1
n
n−1∑
i=1
εi −
n−1
n
εn. ν =
1
n
n∑
i=1
εi − εn+1, then we get sln+1 ([HH1]).
❜
ε1 − ε2
α1
❜
α2
ε2 − ε3
❜
αn−2
εn−2 − εn−1
❜
αn−1
εn−1 − εn
r
εn − εn+1
(2) The Bn series.
B2 can be constructed from A1 in [HH1]. Then starting from g = so2n+1 and V is the
fundamental representation with µ = −λn, where λn =
n∑
i=1
αi = εn. ν = εn+1, then we get
so2n+3 ([HH1]).
❜ <
α1
ε1
❜
α2
ε2 − ε1
❜
αn−1
εn−1 − εn−2
❜
αn
εn − εn−1
r
εn+1 − εn
(3) The Cn series.
C3 can be constructed from A2 in [HH1]. Then starting from g = sp2n and V is the
fundamental representation with µ = −λn, where λn = 12 +
n∑
i=2
αi = εn. ν = εn+1, then we get
sp2n+2 ([HH1]).
❜ >
α1
2ε1
❜
α2
ε2 − ε1
❜
αn−1
εn−1 − εn−2
❜
αn
εn − εn−1
r
εn+1 − εn
(4) The Dn series.
D4 can be constructed from A3 in [HH1]. Then starting from g = so2n and V is the
fundamental representation with µ = −λn, where λn = 12 (α1 + α2) +
n∑
i=3
αi = εn. ν = εn+1,
then we get so2n+2 ([HH1]).
❜
PP
PP
❜✏✏
✏✏
α1 = ε2 − ε1
α2 = ε2 + ε1
❜
α3
ε3 − ε2
❜
αn−1
εn−1 − εn−2
❜
αn
εn − εn−1
r
εn+1 − εn
(5) The case of E6.
Take g = so10 and V the 16-dimensional half-spin representation with µ = −λ5, where
λ5 =
1
2α1 + α2 +
3
2α3 +
3
4α4 +
5
4α5 =
1
2
5∑
i=1
εi. ν =
1
2 (ε7 + ε8 − ε6), then we get E6.
❜
α1
ε1 − ε2
❜
α2
ε2 − ε3
❜
α3
ε3 − ε4
❜
α4 = ε4 − ε5
❜
α5
ε4 + ε5
r
1
2 (ε7 + ε8 − (ε1 + · · · + ε6))
(6) The case of E7.
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Take g = E6 and V the 27-dimensional fundamental representation with µ = −λ6,
λ6 =
2
3α1 + α2 +
4
3α3 + 2α4 +
5
3α5 +
4
3α6 =
1
3ε8 −
1
3 (ε6 + ε7) + ε5, and ν = 13ε8 + 23ε6 − 13ε7,
then we get E7.
r
ε6 − ε5
❜
α6
ε5 − ε4
❜
α5
ε4 − ε3
❜
α4
ε3 − ε2
❜
α2 = ε2 + ε1
❜
α3
ε2 − ε1
❜
α1
1
2 (ε1 + ε8 − (ε2 + · · · + ε7))
(7) The case of E8.
Take g = E7 and V the 56-dimensional fundamental representation with µ = −λ7,
λ7 = α1 +
3
2α2 + 2α3 + 3α4 +
5
2α5 + 2α6 +
3
2α7 =
1
2ε8 −
1
2ε7 + ε6, and ν =
1
2 (ε8 + ε7), then
we get E8.
r
ε7 − ε6
❜
α7
ε6 − ε5
❜
α6
ε5 − ε4
❜
α5
ε4 − ε3
❜
α4
ε3 − ε2
❜
α2 = ε2 + ε1
❜
α3
ε2 − ε1
❜
α1
1
2 (ε1 + ε8 − (ε2 + · · · + ε7))
(8) The case of F4.
Take g = so7 and V the 8-dimensional spin representation with µ = −λ3, λ3 = 12α1 +
α2 +
3
2α3 =
1
2ε1 +
1
2ε2 +
1
2ε3, and ν =
1
2ε4, then we get F4 (see [HH2]).
r
α1
ε3 − ε2
1
2 (ε4 − ε1 − ε2 − ε3)
❜ >
α3
ε1
❜
α2
ε2 − ε1
❜
(9) The case of G2.
Take g = sl2 and V the 4-dimensional spin 32 representation with µ = −3λ1, λ1 =
1
2α1 =
1
2 (ε1 − ε2), and ν = − 12 (ε1 + ε2) + ε3, then we get G2 (see [HH2]).
❜ <
ε1 − ε2
r
−2ε1 + ε2 + ε3
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